
 

OMNITRONIC Mobile DJ Stand w. Cover
Portable DJ table with screen for mobile applications

Art. No.: 32000022
GTIN: 4026397588866

List price: 451.01 €
incl. 19% VAT.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397588866

Weight: 23,35 kg

Length: 1.26 m

Width: 0.76 m

Heigth: 0.17 m

Bulky product

Description:

A must for mobile DJs

Here you get a stable DJ stand, which you can set up in no time at all without tools and
transport very easily. The Mobile DJ Stand helps you to prepare your performance neatly and
professionally in no time at all. 

Quick setup and professional look

The DJ stand can be set up by yourself within a few minutes without any tools. You cover the
stable folding frame with the included cover. This not only makes the wiring disappear, but also
provides a professional look. Illuminate the cover's stretch fabric from the inside, for example
with two small LED spots. 

Sturdy and easy to transport

The folding frames of the DJ stand are made of robust steel tubes. They have a weight of 22 kg,
but can carry 50 kg: a weight that most DJ setups never reach and which shows how stable the
structure is. Your equipment stands on the firmly anchored wooden plate, which is covered with
non-slip felt. The DJ stand is delivered folded up in a bag. So you can transport it comfortably
and space-saving.

Features:

- Collapsible panels for easy storage and transport
- Ideal to conceal DJ equipment and cable clutter
- Translucent stretch fabric - can be backlit with any lighting effect
- 2 shelfs with black felt cover for DJ equipment
- Fast assembly without any tools
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- Solid, steel tube construction with hinges
- Removable cloth for convenient cleaning
- Washable (needs to be treated with flame retardant spray afterwards)
- B1 low flammability
- For application areas such as: Mobile djs / entertainer
- For further information about this product, please refer to the Data Sheet under "Downloads"
 Package contents
- 1 x stand, 1 x textile cover, 1 x bag

Technical specifications:

Maximum carrying capacity: 50 kg

Transport dimensions: 1,25 m x 75 cm x 15 cm

Table console: 1,4 m x 70 cm x 15 cm

Dimensions: Width: 1,47 m

 Depth: 74 cm

 Height: 1,2 m

Weight: 20,10 kg

Stand  

Material: Steel

Color: Black

Textile cover  

Material: Textile

Color: White
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